EconomyCarRentals e-Voucher No: ECE798CE
Car Rental Provider Confirmation No: 10691501
Rate Code: 9947

Car rental provider:

MEETING POINT: Our local car rental partner will welcome you at the Airport office.

Car rental details
Driver's name: Zoe Lasri

Drivers Age at Rental start: 30-65

Pick Up Details
04/12/2018 21:00:00
Sicily Catania Airport, TBA
Fontanarossa Airport, Via Fontanarossa,
95100 Catania Airport, Sicily, Italy
+39 0689830777

Return Details
11/12/2018 20:00:00
Sicily Catania Airport
Fontanarossa Airport, Via Fontanarossa,
95100 Catania Airport, Sicily, Italy
+39 0689830777

Car category: C
Minibus 5 seater, Fiat Qubo or similar
5 Doors, Power steering, Air Condition,
Music, 5 Adult passengers, 2 Large
suitcase/s 100 liters, 2 Small suitcase/s 50
liters

Your rental includes
 Out of Hours surcharge

 Unlimited mileage

 Rental Rates & VAT

 All taxes and fees

 Airport Taxes

 24h Roadside Assistance

 Collision Damage Waiver

 Third party insurance

 Theft insurance

 Road Tax

 Premium Location Fee

Payable at rental desk

Important

The amount of EUR 12.06 is payable at the rental desk.
Any additional extras or Supplementary insurances
purchased locally are payable at the rental desk.

Excess:1500 EUR for damages and theft 3000
Minimum Driver age for this car is: 19

At the rental desk you must present:
 An ID card/passport
 A full driver license
 A valid credit card (in the name of the driver)

*Please check the required Driver Requirements in this
location as well as the Payment part with details about
accepted credit cards and guarantee amount which will be
reserved/charged on the credit card of the driver, in the terms
and conditions you have accepted and have been sent to you
with this voucher.

Chosen Package
Full Insurance Package
(Excess applies)

Fuel Policy:
Fair Fuel Policy: The car rental company will have the car
filled with fuel for you and you have to return the car with a
full tank. The car rental company will charge you for every
missing quarter of a tank.

Thank you for your reservation!
IMPORTANT * Please take into consideration that any deviation from the confirmed
details on this voucher when signing the rental contract, such as the car type,
adding or removing any options at the rental desk or if for any reason there is
deviation from the pick-up / return times or dates, extra charges could incur or even
the desk / office be closed (OOH fee is included if applicable for the hours indicated
on this voucher).

